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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Patricia Russell MBE, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.
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Forthcoming Events
March 2013:

Saturday 23rd March and Sunday 24th March, London: Group's private viewing at the
Victoria and Albert Museum.

May 2013:

Friday 31st may: Northern Ireland Group visit to Enniskillen Castle Museum.

July 2013:

Saturday 27th and Sunday 28th, AGM, Coventry, hosted by Eileen and Bernard Burgham

Newsletter Deadlines
Summer 2013:

Deadline for articles and other material is 1st June 2013.

Cover Picture…
One of the enigmatic Hand and Basket pieces - how many of them are out there? Are there several different types and/or
sizes? Are any of them actually Belleek: if so which? Paul and Elaine Ewings and Charles Easthope try to provide some
answers in this Newsletter.
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
Although it seems a long time till our Convention in October, Bev and I are aware that time passes very swiftly - things creep
up on you and before you know it, there's no time left at all. Both of us are down on the programme to give talks. There are
(for me anyway) ten stages, or states of mind, passed through in giving a presentation or talk. It goes something like this:
1. Enthusiasm: I've come up with an article that I think is interesting - I'd love to give it as a talk.
2. Doubt: It's been agreed that I should give the talk - but now I have grave doubts that it is interesting at all.
3. Acceptance: If the talk has been accepted for inclusion, it must be O.K. and I'll enjoy giving the talk anyway.
4. Complacency: It's months away, I'll have plenty of time to prepare - I just won't worry about it yet.
5. Trepidation: Time is passing too quickly, I don't think I'll be ready, now it's time to worry!
6. Panic: Oh no! I'm not ready, it's a really boring subject and the presentation is next week!!!
7. Anxiety: Well I've got it all ready but I really don't know if they'll like it - the talk is tomorrow.
8. (Over)confidence: It's not so bad now that I'm giving the talk - in fact I think its all going rather well.
9. Relief: Thank goodness it's all over... and they didn't even ask any difficult questions.
10. Enthusiasm renewed: You thought it went well? Just wait till you hear the follow-up I'm working on!
This is clearly not how the process goes with everyone. Some people have so much experience and confidence (such as our
George and Angela Moore) that I'm sure they don't suffer the intermediate negative stages of this process - although this is not
always something to be taken for granted - perhaps the greatest speaker of the twentieth century, Winston Churchill, admitted
that he lacked confidence when giving his speeches and had to practice until he had entirely memorised them. One thing that's
absolutely certain though is that the more preparation you can do the better the result will be - regardless of the speaker's level
of confidence and experience. At the moment, Bev and I are probably at about stage 4 (Complacency) with regard to the Las
Vegas Convention - watch this space for the (seemingly inevitable) developments.
So, why do we have the Conventions? To meet our like-minded friends and discuss our collections and Belleek in general, to
look at and buy items of Belleek, to learn more about our great common interest? Of course, yes to all of these. In 1979,
Richard Degenhardt, with the full support of the Pottery, set up the BCS (Belleek Collectors Society), this became BCIS with
International added to the name and the first Convention was held in Los Angeles in 1993. Twenty years on, we are now
looking forward to potentially the last Convention. We collectors just love the Conventions. The Pottery has looked on the
collectors, the BCIS and the Conventions in a different light: as an excellent way of marketing itself and its products. Has this
now changed? With "traditional" Belleek now lagging far behind the "Living" ranges in sales importance to the Company,
perhaps this is now the case.
Belleek Pottery has, from it's earliest days up to the present, well understood the importance of marketing - exhibiting its ware
and creating the right image for itself. The first exhibition that the Pottery attended was in 1864, in Dublin; a smallish affair,
not of great international significance, where the Pottery showed tiles, mortars and pestles, sanitary ware (ewers and
washbowls) and other utility pieces made from earthenware: youngsters from Belleek (apprentices) gave demonstrations of
making and decorating the pots. The very next year, the 1865 Dublin International Exhibition was a radically different story the Pottery still exhibited the utility pieces but now had their earliest examples of high quality parian figures on show - it was a
resounding success and the Pottery won a medal for its efforts in parian production. By 1872, again in Dublin, the Pottery
(David McBirney and Company as it should properly be known) had the largest display of any ceramics manufacturer. The
Belleek exhibit received acclaim from the press, including highly positive reviews in the New York Times, the Irish Times, The
Times of London and the influential London-based Art Journal. If we now come right up to date, the Belleek Group has just
had a successful exhibition at "Showcase Ireland" held at the Royal Dublin Society (RDS) in January. The Pottery is still very
much concerned with presenting itself and its products in a positive way although exhibitions themselves have changed greatly
in the 141 years since 1872. The shows are now trade shows, more specialised affairs, not attended in large numbers by the
general public as they were in Victorian times. We now use different types of media to tell the story - Television and the
Internet - Twitter and Facebook - methods of communication not conceived of in the wildest imaginings of the Victorians.
So all this too has changed today? Well, not really: the French saying "plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose" is extremely
apposite here. This saying is an epigram by Jean-Baptiste Alphonse Karr in the January 1849 issue of his journal Les Guêpes
(“The Wasps”). It literally means: “The more it changes, the more it’s the same thing.” What is still true for Belleek Pottery is
that the raison d'être of its marketing (sorry French again!) is to communicate and to send the desired message. The means of
communication may have changed but the message remains essentially the same. When Belleek Pottery first had fine quality
ware to sell in 1865, it was Robert Armstrong's good friend and former employer at Worcester, William Henry Kerr who acted
as the marketing man, exploiting his personal connections with important people, including Queen Victoria herself and funding
and organising the Belleek stands at the International Exhibitions. He made press releases and ran newspaper advertising
campaigns, selling Belleek from his Dublin china store. In the modern Era, marketing is still the key to the Company's
successful future - the burning question (to Belleek collectors) is whether the BCIS and the Conventions are still important.
Looking at the images from the 1872 Dublin Exhibition and the 2013 Showcase Ireland, I was struck by one more thing which
has not changed in 141 years - there was one item proudly displayed at both exhibitions, each time taking pride of place on the
display stand... the beautiful figure of the Prisoner of Love. Ah yes, plus ça change...
CM
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Josephine Corriveau
Corriveau 19181918-2012
Josephine (Kleczynska) Corriveau, 93, of Manchester died peacefully
surrounded by her family on September 29, 2012 at the Elliot Hospital.
She was born on December 16, 1918 in Manchester, N.H. to Jan and Anna
(Maciolek) Kleczynski. She was a graduate of Bakersville School, Central High
School 1937A and the University of New Hampshire in 1941 after which she
worked for the Public Service Company.
She married Alphonse J. Corriveau June 1, 1944 (after he had returned from
flying 25 missions during World War II). Upon completing his service in
Galveston, Texas, they returned to Manchester, the city that she loved.
After establishing the masonry business, they designed their brick home and completed landscaping where she
especially enjoyed tending her flower garden through the years. She enjoyed the arts and antiques, the
importance of music and education, dancing and formal balls, vacations and travels. She also enjoyed her daily
walks, quiet reflection and especially correspondence, telephone conversations and visits with dear family,
friends and neighbors. Mrs. Corriveau was on the Board of Directors for the Manchester Community Concerts
and the Manchester Girls Club. She was a member of the Derryfield, then Manchester Garden Club.
She was a charter member of the Belleek Collectors International
Society and was the 4th Honouree in 1989. She was a member of
the Kosciuszko Foundation, the Polish Millennium Committee along
with other charitable and civic events.

Left: an informal
Josephine
Josephine at Belleek
Pottery with her chain
of office when she was
made Honouree in
1989.
Right: the official
1989 picture of her as
Honouree.

Her family includes five children, Janet Corriveau, Lynda Lubelczyk and her husband, Wally, Nancy Gorczyca
and David Corriveau all of Manchester and John Corriveau and his wife, Kimberly, of Bedford; seven
grandchildren, two great grandchildren; a brother, Andrew Kleczynski of Manchester; and nieces and nephews.
She was predeceased by her husband of 51 years, January 1996, and her sister, Helen Werner of Florida, May
2010.
A mass of Christian Burial was celebrated on Wednesday, October 3, 2012 at Blessed Sacrament Church, 14
Elm St., Manchester. Committal prayers followed at Holy Trinity Cemetery, Goffstown Road, Goffstown.
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We received this wonderful letter from Janet, Josephine Corriveau's
Corriveau's daughter, in January this year.
"Josephine, our mother looked forward to receiving the UK Group Newsletters. I would spend days, reading
and re-reading them to her - and me! At the moment, correspondence is still in arrears... this might be because
of the "distracting" interest of finding Belleek pieces here and there of late, finding the small salts from Pat
Hennessey's last article - and then listing them with their correct names etc.. Also, Josephine's son turned 60 in
August - she so enjoyed festivities and especially his birthday celebration and all the guests. As a gift, she gave
the 1960 Belleek frog (Newsletter 33/3 page 17) "because it was so ugly" - which I agree - but he loves it and
it's now in a cabinet with the Bust of Sorrow - his favourite - on reading the Newsletter it's the enlarged head of
the Prisoner of Love - a fascinating observation that I had not realized before.
Also from the publication on Belleek tea sets in the Low Lily pattern - which my mother has - it was mentioned
that no tea kettle was known... well, after the Los Angeles BCIS Convention (1993), Josephine visited with a
fellow Belleek collector in the Oakland, California area: in the other collector's travels to Ireland, she saw what
she thought was Belleek in a small antique shop. She purchased it and had it in her collection in California.
My mother then purchased it from her - as she had other Low Lily pieces. It was a fine addition to her green
tint Low Lily set and amazingly was in exactly the same colour. What had escaped my mother's set was the
tray - over many years we never saw one - we hadn't even seen a picture of one... until recently it was found
with a few other green/gilt pieces of Low Lily. The tray itself matched her set (green tint with no gilding) and
it now has her other items sitting on it. I am sending the photo (which I have just found) of the Low Lily Tea
Kettle and Teapot - both second black mark. It is always enchanting and surprising to find items, usual and
unusual, of Belleek production.
All the best to UK Group members in 2013 - in all Belleek endeavours and celebrations! It's hard to believe it
will be the last BCIS Convention in Las Vegas. I still remember your wonderful convention in Stoke-on-Trent
- and the amazing papier mache Belleek replicas gracing the room - and so many other details, especially the
gracious hosts!!
With sincere thanks and remembrance, Janet Corriveau and family."
Editor: on behalf of the UK Group, many thanks to Janet for her kind and interesting letter - I have passed the
information on the previously unknown Low Lily Tea Kettle on to Tony Fox - and for the benefit of all of us tea
ware addicts, here is the picture of Josephine's Kettle, with her "normal" Low Lily teapot beside it for scale: as
we can see, it is a much larger size. It seems appropriate to remember Josephine through a unique item in her
collection.

Left: Green tint
Low Lily Large
Tea Kettle (BII)
with normal
normal
sized Low Lily
teapot (BII)
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Maurice Wheeler
19191919-2012
Maurice passed away November 8th,
2012 at the age of 93.
He was born in Vancouver B.C. Canada
on Sept. 7th, 1919.
Maurice served in the Canadian
Government as an Astronomer first in
Ontario then in Alberta.
He married Dorothy Tokarchuk in 1972
and they moved to Calgary and then
later retired to San Diego California.
They moved to Mount Vernon three
years ago to be close to Dorothy's
family.
Dorothy and Maurice Wheeler
Maurice is survived by his wife Dorothy and her two sons John of Vancouver WA and Les with his wife
Marcia of Mount Vernon
We received this information from Evergreen Chapter member Tom Proteau (who is also a UK Group
member). He passed it on from Lou Weatherly, secretary of the Evergreen Chapter. Maurice was a member of
the Evergreen Chapter and his wife, Dorothy was BCIS Honouree in 2003.

Maurice and Dorothy most kindly sent the following description of their Belleek collecting and other interests
when we had our special 20th Anniversary issue of the Newsletter (Number 30/2, July 2009)
"We started Belleek collecting when we bought our first coffee mug in about 1975. We already knew about
Belleek because we used to go across the border to buy English china, in the 1940s we couldn’t afford to buy
Belleek as the English china only cost $1 when the Belleek was $5. We bought 6 matching Belleek mugs
(acquired quite quickly), we gave some away and so encouraged other people to collect Belleek too. Dorothy
saw an Ad in the newspaper that a Belleek paintress would be demonstrating in the local store and so whilst
Maurice was at work she drove out to see it and found that there was going to be a collectors club…and so she
became a founding member in 1979. We knew Richard Degenhardt and were on the first tour in Ireland in 1983
with him. He said “if you own a piece of Belleek you are a collector” – so very true. Every time we gave away
a mug we would quote this.
We have mugs and trinket boxes (Dorothy is the collector, Maurice the supporter). In time we saved enough
for a painted vase, the Papillion vase with only 200 made. We use our Belleek all the time and in our
retirement home when Dorothy goes to the communal dining room she takes her Belleek mug with her.
At the moment the favoured mug is the one with Daffodils as Maurice is renowned for his Daffodils and Tulips,
he is a very keen gardener and brought a special Shamrock plant with us to their new place. We are both keen
bridge players and love to square dance too."
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News from
Belleek Pottery
It's not often we start the "News
from Belleek Pottery" with pictures
from 141 years ago, but here are a
couple of images from the 1872
Dublin Exhibition: firstly (right) an
engraving of the Exhibition
buildings and then (below) a detail
from a photograph of the interior
showing part of the Belleek Pottery
stand at that Exhibition.
Look carefully at the 1872 Belleek exhibit. In the
centre of the large showcase is a Prisoner of Love,
which was unveiled for the first time in the year 1872,
in time for the Dublin International Exhibition.
Now take a look at the image below, taken at the
January 2013 Showcase Ireland Exhibition (also in
Dublin)... notice anything very similar? The
presentation is a bit different but the figure is the same!

I think you'll agree that this is a pretty impressive bit of continuity from the
modern day Belleek company - exhibiting the same item in 2013 that they
first showed in 1872. Of course some things have moved on a bit since
then...
...as the rest of
the 2013
Showcase
Ireland stand
shows!
(left and right)
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News from Belleek - Shock at closure of Belleek Hotel
The Fermanagh Herald

January 9, 2013 at 2:17 pm
A SENSE of gloom descended on Belleek this week when a firm of
administrators who have been running the Hotel Carlton for the past
six months informed the 25 staff they were closing down.
In a terse, four paragraph statement, John J. Cavanagh and Gerard
Gildernew, the joint administrators, said they had assessed the
current position of the company and had taken the difficult decision
to cease trading the business as of Monday last, January 7.

The manner of the closure has angered local people, among them, local Sinn Fein Assembly member, Phil Flanagan and
Councillor Stephen Huggett. Mr Huggett claimed that the workforce had been ‘intimidated into secrecy’: “We have no
idea what the redundancy terms are, and other staff matters. I myself was in the hotel recently, but I had no idea what
was coming.” Mr Flanagan, a former employee, said he was ‘deeply disappointed’ that the administrators had found
themselves unable to secure a buyer after being on site for six months. “This is a dark day for Belleek and surrounding
areas. The Hotel Carlton is a fantastic facility in a great location. It is a crying shame that a buyer has not been found.”
However, the administrators, in their statement, insisted that, immediately upon appointment, the management and staff
were retained to trade the business with a view to the sale of the business as a going concern. The statement added:
“The joint administrators and their staff have worked closely with several interested parties during the six-month period;
however, despite lengthy negotiations and the best efforts of all concerned parties, a sale has not been concluded. “The
business remains for sale, the administrators continue to pursue interest in the hotel and are optimistic of securing a
sale/lease of the business in the coming months.”

It is indeed a terrible shame to see the historic Carlton Hotel closed down. Belleek Pottery has had a long
association with the Hotel. From the 1880's when the Johnstons owned the Hotel, the two daughters, Gertrude
and Florence Johnston started to take on work from the Pottery, hand-painting mostly flower decoration onto
the more expensive Belleek ware for special commissions. Along with two other local girls, Maud and Louise
Allingham, they produced some very fine work, usually on Hexagon tea ware or Greek dessert ware but also on
many other shapes. These pieces are now highly sought after. Of course the Hotel has also provided
accommodation to visitors to the Pottery from its earliest days. It is greatly to be hoped that a buyer is found
for the concern and that it carries on its long tradition of serving tourists and others visiting the Pottery and
area. In June there will be a huge demand for beds when the G8 conference is held at the nearby Lough Erne
Resort and of course the popularity of the Pottery Visitors Centre makes the Hotel busy in the tourist season.
Editor: If anyone is interested, the Hotel is for sale by Osborne King at Auction on 22nd March - the asking
price for the large and well appointed building with 35 guest bedrooms is "offers over £300,000." Bev and I
have stayed there and we enjoyed it very much, they also did a very nice carvery on Sundays and had excellent
live music every week - the location is shown here, on the banks of the Erne, at the end of Main Street, very
conveniently just across the road from the Pottery (image courtesy of propertypal.com).
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Group News
We received a letter from Charles and Fiona
Easthope in response to the piece on Belleek
dogs - also Charles must have a little corner in
his house which is a veritable treasure house of
Belleek memorabilia - he sent us the following
interesting items:
Three Irish Wolfhounds (vintage 1989), a
Greyhound and three Spaniels (I think)...
On the left we have the illuminated scroll that
Charles presented to Don and Betty Clinton in
1990 when Don was made Belleek Honouree.
You see the phrase (third verse) "...if he gets
stuck, Beccy gives him a hand"? This is a
reference to a piece from Don and Betty's
collection - a Hand and Basket. Charles and
Fiona also have a Hand and Basket - the only
problem is (and there is a lot of controversy
over this) - are they Belleek or not? Many
eminent dealers and collectors have been
involved in this discussion, Marion Langham,
Beatrice McElroy (Olga Clarke's mother), Don
Clinton and of course Charles amongst them.
In this issue of the Newsletter we have new
information to add to this discussion - Paul and
Elaine Ewings, aided by information from the
National Archives at Kew supplied by Brian
Russell, have come up with some interesting
findings!

Finally, Charles also found this little cartoon in his box of delights
(right). Standing in front of the Pottery are Don and Betty Clinton
(Don having been made 1990 Honouree) with 1989 Honouree
Josephine and Alphonse Corriveau. Josephine (in red) has passed the
chain of office to Betty.
The caption - Josephine to Betty: "We girls must stick together"
Another lovely memory of Josephine who passed away in September
last year.
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From Syd and Carolyn Darlington
It was a dark and stormy night…..
Well actually it was a lovely summer evening in
the year 2000.
A few weeks earlier, while Syd was away on
business, Carolyn spotted an 18 inch Sacred Heart
statue on Ebay, but no-one bid on it. We saw that it
had been listed by Norman Huntley, and we
decided to try to contact him while in England on
vacation and try to buy the statue. In the course of
time we found ourselves staying in Wimbourne
Minster, and after some to-ing and fro-ing we got
in touch with Norman. He was living near
Salisbury, and we therefore agreed to meet him half
way at a pub just outside Fordingbridge at 5:00 the
next evening. However, when we arrived we found
that the pub didn’t open until 6:00. Norman arrived,
and we began our negotiations in the car park
beside the open boot of his car. A young woman
quickly appeared to see what nefarious activities
we might be up to, and when we explained the
situation, she kindly let us into the Snug, where we
happily concluded the deal, and had a celebratory
glass of wine.
We lugged the statue back to Bellevue, and displayed it prominently. Then in 2002, to our delight we came
upon an 18 inch Blessed Virgin Mary, same perfect condition, same First Green mark. So now we are proud
owners of this super pair!
Editor: if any of our members have lucky or good finds of Belleek - please let me know!

A Message from Helen Rankin – NI Group
Please make a big effort to come to Fermanagh County Museum on 31st May - they will be showing all their
extensive collection to us.
Editor: if anyone is in the vicinity of Enniskillen on 31st May, this sounds too good an opportunity to miss!

From Jan Golaszewski
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Autumn Meeting
13th and 14th
October, York
Organised by Joanna Urbanek
The famous York Minster (right) and also
the remains of the recent floods showing
still submerged parking signs (below).
We were very lucky to have lovely autumn
sunshine for our Group gathering.

Saturday 13th October
Our first event was a private guided tour
of Fairfax House, said to be the finest
Georgian town house in England.
A classical architectural masterpiece of
its age, Fairfax House was originally the
winter home of Viscount Fairfax. Its
richly decorated interior was designed
by York's most distinguished
eighteenth-century architect, John Carr.
.

The Group gathered on Fairfax House’s steps

Our Group photographers (Eddie and Chris)
– got them snapping!

The superb Noel Terry collection of furniture, clocks, paintings and decorative arts, has been described by
Christie's as one of the finest private collections of the twentieth century.
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2013 is a very special year for
Fairfax House, marking the 250th
anniversary.
In the twentieth century, Fairfax
House came close to being
destroyed, one of its uses was as part
of a 1000 seat cinema complex! It
seems amazing today that these
plans were approved: fortunately an
early pioneer of conservation in
York, Dr. Arthur Evelyn had
photographed many of the interiors
before work on the cinema
commenced so it has been possible
to restore the house to its original
glory. On the left is the library
undergoing restoration.

Above, the kitchen and right the drawing room with
its fabulous plaster ceiling and fine furniture.
(photos courtesy of Fairfax House)
The guided tour of the house was most interesting and
included a tour of a museum of clocks and scientific
instruments. One of the local York clockmakers,
Henry Hindley, who also made the clock in the
Minster was well represented with several examples
of his work.

The day remained lovely and sunny as we left Fairfax House and continued our exploration of the beautiful city
before it was time for our evening get-together.
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Dinner at the Olive
Tree Restaurant

Above is the Olive Tree restaurant - it is also shown in the
press report (above right). It was amazing that the restaurant
had managed to re-open the week before our visit as it had
been badly flooded at the beginning of October in the major
floods that had affected the city centre. Low lying areas
alongside the river were still under water at the time of our
visit (shown in the picture on page 12).
An evening of good company and good food. Afterwards, for
those who still had the energy, a visit to a couple of the city
pubs.
Right: Eddie Murphy cooling down. Below: Brian Henton
and Kathy Smith. Bottom right:Jan Golaszewski, Charles
and Fiona Easthope.
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Sunday 14th October
Late morning we met for a walk, with commentary by
Joanna, on the original walls of the city, starting at
Micklegate.
Great views over the city sights …and residents' back
gardens. We had such a relaxed amble that we ran out
of time and could not complete the full circular circuit
before the afternoon meeting. But it was enough to get
up our appetite. It was a lovely walk on the fresh sunny
morning.
Right:
Joanna
points out
landmarks

Below:
The City
Walls with
the Minster
in the
background
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The Sunday Meeting at Piccolino’s

Above: Some of our Group outside Piccolino’s Italian restaurant and a side view showing our meeting room
(on the ground floor with the big windows) overlooking the river Ouse (note that the river is still a muddy
brown colour following the major floods which had only just subsided). Below: we're all in position, ready
for lunch and the meeting.

Pat (left) thanked
Joanna for
organising the visit
to York, our first
meeting not close to
a Member's home.
Apologies were
read from those
unable to attend.
Members were pleased to welcome Susan Leng and her mother Dora. (In the picture above right we have Pat
Tubb talking with Dora and Susan talking with Eddie Murphy)
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Group and Belleek News
•

The next Convention will be on 10–13 October 2013 in Las Vegas. If anyone attending would like to
contribute to the proceedings, please let Paul Tubb know as soon as possible.

•

Paul Ewings described the acquisition of a hand and basket piece. It's not Belleek but has a clear
diamond registration mark. Brian Russell will help to identify the maker. This will be the subject of a
Newsletter article (Editor: in this issue!). Charles Easthope has seen one with a first period Belleek
mark, but the handle is different.

•

Eddie Murphy reported finding a double fish vase with nautilus shell, which will appear in his next
calendar. It is also shown on the Group's website.

•

Brian Russell had received an email from a lady with an earthenware meat platter for sale. As she
was local to him, he met her and negotiated purchase of the piece for the Group raffle.

•

The Christmas party will be at Draycott Hall the weekend of 1–2 December. This coincides with an
antiques fair at Royal Crown Derby. The optional fancy dress theme will be 1950s/60s/70s. Patricia
McCauley will attend to present the devotee award for 2012. Pat announced that the winner was
Joanna Urbanek.

•

It is hoped that the meeting in March 2013 will be held at the V&A in London. The July AGM will be
at the same venue as in recent years, in Coventry. Pat Russell will be standing down as Chairman after
her 3-year tenure, so Members should think about her replacement.

Belleek quiz - Joanna had prepared a list of 20 questions, which ranged from the relatively simple to the
downright difficult. The winner with 14 correct answers was Chris Marvell.

Elaine Ewings and Jan Golaszewski ancipating dinner.. Joanna Urbanek, the 2012 Devotee, with Fiona and
Charles Easthope
Squid rings –
yummy (well some
people think so)
Chris Marvell
leaves no dinner on
his plate so he can
examine its marks
(Editor: potaholics
are like this - we
leave no plate
unturned!)
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Bring and Tell - The theme was
Vikings and Celtic
Bev Marvell had brought along a 2nd period lidded
Aberdeen sugar bowl with green and gilt decoration.
Possibily designed by Alice Jacobs, this is reputed to be
the first range of Belleek Celtic ware. In addition she had
a 3rd period low Celtic bowl, also green and gilt, and
pointed out the similarities between the two pieces.
Chris Marvell revealed a pair of
white china menu holders that look
quite like Belleek but are by Moore
Bros. of Stoke-on-Trent. Bernard
Moore became a consultant to art
potteries. Chris then showed a large
colourful plate also by Bernard
Moore with red background and a
picture of a Viking. The plate
probably dates from the 1920s.
Jan Golaszewski described the link
between the Irish and Vikings. In
795 AD there was a Viking attack
on Ireland and its monasteries.
Although the Celts and Vikings fought for centuries, the Celts
relied on the Vikings for trade, such as boat-building techniques
(long boats). Centuries later a child was born in London in 1949.
The family moved to Dublin and the boy attended a school
where Gaelic was spoken. At age 5 he built a Viking ship out of
balsa wood; that child was Jan.
Joanna Urbanek passed
around her phone on
which she had photos of a
set of apostle plates with
illustrations from the
Book of Kells. While in
York she had visited a
church on the site of the
Micklegate Monastery.
The monks had created a
bestiary with illustrations
similar to those in the
Book of Kells.

After some deliberation, our guest Dora chose Jan as
the winner.
Joanna was thanked for a lovely and very well planned weekend
and was presented with a gift before the meeting closed.
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Christmas Party 1st December, Derbyshire
Hosted by Bev and Chris Marvell - Fancy dress theme – 1950s/60s/70s
A flower arrangement from Gwen
and Sarah Wood to wish the Group
a happy Christmas Party.

The Paparazzi has arrived with
entourage. Paul Ewings with
vintage camera and Elaine Ewings
in her own midi dress from the 70s
(I remember perms like that!)

Groovy chicks, Bev Marvell and
Linda Murphy. Linda in her own
60s dress. Sampling a bottle of
Babycham (actually nicer than I
thought it would be).

Wow, psychodelic man! Myra
Roalfe here to light up the party.
FAB.

Jan Golaswski with the ‘body that
I had in the 70s’ (well we will take
your word, certainly don’t want to
argue with muscles like that).
Chatting with Paul Tubb

Brian
Henton as
pop icon
Ozzy
Osbourne
with his
groupie
Kathy
Smith.
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We were highly priveleged to have a show biz. celeb. - Audrey Hepburn, our Patricia McCauley looking very
convincing. Chatting with Pat Russell
The ‘girls’, oh no... one is actually Chris Marvell as a hippy in his
‘Make Belleek not War’ flower power ensemble.

Eddie Murphy about to turn
out his 60s themed jellies
(fruit cocktail and mandarine
orange) from his 1st period
moulds…
...And here is Chris Marvell admiring
the resulting jellies...
...on a 1st period earthenware platter.

Paul carving the traditional ham
assisted by Pat.
And
Christmas
party mood
setting
candles –
Belleek of
course!
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Brian Russell
concentrating on
bringing in a monster
Black Forest Gateaux.
Steady lad, if you drop
it we will have a mud
pie.
Settling down ready
for the raffle and quiz
results: Paul Tubb,
Chris Reynolds, Pat
Tubb and Dot, Chris
Reynolds’ sister,
visiting from Spain.
First it was the important duty of Audrey/Patricia to
present the UK Devotee award to this years winner
Joanna Urbanek, a very nice vase.
The winner of the 1950s/60s/70s quiz (Back page on
the last Newsletter 33/3) was Eddie Murphy.
We were also
lucky to have
Brendan
McCauley with us
who was
persuaded to
judge our fancy
dress – winner
Chris Marvell.
Finally the raffle.
First prize of the
wonderful and
rare Thorn
breakfast sized
cup and saucer to
Maureen and
Robin Wootton.

Second prize an earthenware meat platter
to Elaine and Paul Ewings
A surprise third prize; a lonely, but lovely,
Thorn cup from the same set as the 1st
prize (except pink), went to Chris
Reynolds...
...and 4th prize, an unusual pink interior
1st period tumbler also to Elaine and Paul.
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Christmas Lunch, Sunday 2nd
December in Derby
We had a morning visit to a small antiques fair at
the Royal Crown Derby factory. Just look what
Eddie Murphy has found – a first period Belgian
Hawker.
The pipers were marching through Derby to
comemorate Bonny Prince Charlie’s not quite
reaching the city in 1745.

We had Christmas lunch in the upstairs room of
Derby’s oldest pub, the Olde Dolphin.
Patricia McCauley, Eddie and Linda Murphy in the crispy winter
sunshine outside the Dolphin.
Here we are again! The gang. Crackers cracked, jokes boo’ed at and
hats on.
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The Hand and Basket
- an introduction by Charles Easthope
Listening to Paul Ewing’s interesting talk about acquiring a Hand & Basket piece at the York meeting took me
back to our piece of the same model. Paul later asked me to jot down what I remembered about it as he and
Elaine were planning an article on the subject for the Newsletter. I’m afraid the subsequent notes were of no use
to Paul and Elaine whatever, but I had tremendous fun reminiscing about it and the repercussions that led from
the purchase.
We bought the piece at an Antique shop in Chester in
the late 1980’s for £125. It wasn’t sold as Belleek and
we didn’t buy it as such, (although we secretly hoped it
might be. Hah!) Shortly after, possibly 1988, we took it
to Ireland where we were able to show it to Beatrice
McElroy. As soon as she saw it she let out a scream
saying that she had seen “one the same at an auction in
Chester recently, and missed bidding for it,” and she
was convinced it was Belleek. Despite the coincidence
though there is no guarantee the two pieces were one
and the same.
We also took it to the Pottery and asked them to read
the diamond mark. I’m pretty sure that the date they
gave me was 2nd January, and nearly as sure that the
year was 1873. But I also remember that they were
very fast in coming up with an answer, and I would put
more reliance on Brian’s dating than theirs (Brian
Russell has looked up the design registration details at
the National Archives in Kew). Looking at the diamond
mark today, I am amazed they could read anything at
all. I tried to do a ‘brass rubbing’ but can get nothing,
the mark being indented too deep.
I wrote a short article and sent it, with a photograph, to
the Collector Magazine. This was pre-Angela days of
course, Martina Kerr-Bromley being in charge at the
time, and the Magazine was going through a bad patch,
experimenting with different printers. They had a few
Magazines called “The Beauty of Belleek,” and my
photograph appeared in one of these.
As a result Martina sent me a letter and photograph she
had received in response to the article, (and how that
letter changed my life!) It was from a lady called Betty
Clinton, who of course I had never heard of at this
time. She wrote to say there were three Hand &
Baskets in the Los Angeles Chapter alone, all different
in size and colour, as the photograph showed. She also
said that the one belonging to her and husband Don's
was the only one to have a printed Belleek mark.
Another one of them? Not Charles's one, this was
sold at the Belhorn Auction, Dec 2011 - not described
as Belleek, no mark except the registration diamond.
Photo Belhorn Auctions.
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Don and Betty’s one, (illustrated in
Marion’s book VS121 on page 27) is
slightly different from ours. All the
ones that later turned up also seem to
be slightly different from the Clinton
one.
The Clinton one is still the only
known one to have a printed Belleek
mark.

The Clinton's Hand and Basket in
the foreground - slightly different
from the ones more often seen (an
example is shown in the
background. Note the different
handles).
Around this time I also received a package from America, presumably as a result of the ‘Beauty of Belleek’
article, containing a small catalogue of what looked like Bone China trinkets, made by a German company I
think. There was no correspondence explaining why or who it was from, or indeed how they came by my
address, but there was a ‘sender address.’ I am ashamed to say that I didn’t follow up on this so never did know
who I had to thank for the package. The point of this being that illustrated in the book were two Hand &
Baskets, far more elaborately decorated than the ‘Belleek’ ones, and appeared from the photographs to be much
smaller too. This raises the question yet again, ‘which came first? The ‘Belleek’ one, the German one, or now
with Brian’s discovery, the Bailey & Cooke one?
This book was still available as recently as the A.G.M. of two years ago, the year Maureen Munton attended.
We were casually strolling round the stalls at the NEC, (Maureen insisted of seeing every stall at the Fair,)
when I spotted this book on the table of one stall. I rushed over all excited, dragging Maureen with me and
scooped it up. (The stall holders were convinced they were going to make a substantial sale judging from my
behaviour.) I found the Baskets and was explaining to Maureen and the stall owners about the ‘Belleek’ one.
They were specialists in this make of porcelain so I asked if they had one of their Hands, which they hadn’t,
and they said they had a much more up-to-date and bigger catalogue now.
Back again to 1989: Brian and Brenda Scott, Margaret and Rodney Capper, and Fiona and myself joined what
was then the American Belleek Tour of Ireland. (I wonder if that will be reintroduced now that the Conventions
are finished?) We Brits were confined to the two days spent at the Pottery, which included the Gala Dinner of
course. It was here that we met Don and Betty Clinton for the first time and were able to show them our ‘Hand.’
Fred and Betty Jones, founder Members of the UK Group, who sadly are no longer with us, showed us a
photograph of two Hand & Baskets they had bought. Not a pair, because as with all the known examples, they
are LEFT hands. These two also appeared from the picture to be the same size and markings as the majority.
In 1992 David Reynolds sent me a cutting from the Radio Times. It was a short article in a series of ‘Who
Collects What,’ and featured George Melly, the late Jazz singer. He collected Hands and there, right in the
middle of the photograph of part of his collection was a Hand & Basket, another replica of our piece. I wrote to
George Melly c/o the Radio Times, sending him a copy of ‘The Beauty of Belleek’ magazine, (with both Fiona
and I being members of the Collector Society, we always received two of everything) and some information
about the Society and our Group. He wrote back saying he was fascinated with the information, had never heard
of Belleek, that the piece had been given to him “some years ago” and the lady who gave it him had told him
that she had paid £45 for it. He apologised for sounding “like the Antique Road Show” but wondered if I could
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tell him how much it was worth as he only had it insured for £50. I could only tell him what we paid for ours,
and these are the only two prices I am aware of. I also asked him about the markings, if any, explaining about
the diamond and printed marks. He wrote back to say no sign of a printed mark, but sent me a ‘brass rubbing’
of the diamond mark, which I’m afraid is still very difficult to decipher.
I remember at the time we had identified eleven ‘Hands’ world-wide, but I am short here. Even counting
Beatrice McElroy's Chester one as separate from our ‘Chester one’ I can only muster eight. Can’t think what
happened to the other three?
The Hand & Basket will always hold a special place in my heart and our collection because of the repercussions
that flowed from it. I wrote in answer to Betty Clinton's letter and we became regular ‘pen-pals.’ (Betty did all
the hand writing, Don only taking over when we all went e-mail.) She passed my name on to other Belleekers,
at first in the L.A. Chapter, and then further afield, until I was writing all over America, followed by Canada
and eventually the world. Angela had taken over the BCIS by the time this letter-writing was in full swing and I
asked her to send me a list of all registered Belleekers world-wide apart from America, Canada and the British
Isles. Which meant I was soon writing to every registered Collector in Australia, New Zealand, Japan, (only
one) Saudi Arabia, Germany, Belgium and one or two other countries too that didn’t reply. With a large
contingent of Collector’s in both Australia and New Zealand I tried to encourage them to form a Collector’s
Group on the same lines as our Group was operating. This proved successful in New Zealand, when Colin and
Margaret Robertson started the New Zealand Group. The distances in Australia were just too great to make it
practicable however, so no Group there. I had a wonderful time corresponding with fellow Belleekers for all
those years, and managed to meet a good many of them and become friends. All as a result of purchasing the
Hand & Basket that day in the Antique shop in Chester.
Don Clinton is a Limerick writer and when he was installed as the ‘Hall of Fame Honouree’ in 1990, I wrote a
Limerick which included the line “if he needs any help Betty will give him a Hand” I had our daughter
Charlotte make an illuminated scroll of it and sent it together with a cartoon to be read and presented to Don
during the Gala Dinner at the Pottery, as a greeting and congratulations from the U.K. Group (See the item
earlier in the Newsletter on page 10). The cartoon showed Al and Josephine Corriveau, the 1989 Honouree,
handing the Chain of Office to BETTY. The friend who had drawn the cartoon for me had misunderstood my
intention. I got round this by adding a caption which had Josephine saying “We girls must stick together.”
(Editor: this cartoon is also shown on page 10 of the Newsletter)
Unbelievably our group was holding the AGM at Eversholt on the day the Gala was held at Belleek, (can you
imagine that happening today? - we would all be over there joining them.) Sitting on the lawn in Brian &
Brenda Scott’s wonderful garden I tried to explain what I had done, but it went virtually un-noticed.
I look forward to reading the end results of Paul and Elaine’s joint researches and am sure the story of the
‘Hand & Basket’ will have advanced considerably by the time it goes to print. A positive identification of
genuine Belleek would be nice, but even if the research proves the opposite it will not change my feelings about
our piece, and the wonderful results that flowed from it.

And so, now read on...
on...
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The Hand and Basket
Elaine and Paul Ewings
A popular design of vase in Victorian times was a hand holding an object that
could be used to hold flowers, or provide an attractive ornament. From time
to time the question of whether Belleek produced such an item has been
addressed. The books of Langham and Degenhardt show a hand holding a
shell, fan or basket [1, 2]. Fergus Cleary at the Pottery reports seeing a hand
holding a flower bud, with a first period mark (shown right, courtesy of
Belleek Pottery), but no moulds have been found other than those for the
hand holding a shell (which is also illustrated in the 1904 catalogue). Note the
curved top to the shell and the almost straight top to the fan. All of these
pieces have the hand vertical, apart from the hand and basket, which has the
back of an open left hand lying flat on a decorated base.
In the late 1980s Charles Easthope of the UK Group purchased a hand
holding basket piece that was unmarked apart from having a diamond
registration lozenge that was not fully legible. He was hoping that the item
would prove to be Belleek and his investigations identified eleven hands of
varying sizes, none of which had a mark apart from the one illustrated in the
above books. However, the latter has a twisted handle with highlights in dark
blue, whereas the others have a flat handle with ribbon and bracelet in
turquoise (though occasionally undecorated). Charles wrote a short article for
the Belleek Collector magazine in 1989, and the response he received led to
him corresponding with people all over the world.
It even seems that a similar but more
elaborate item in bone china appeared in the
catalogue of a German company. Then in
1992 an article appeared in the Radio Times
(a TV/radio listings magazine) about the
collection of 'hands' owned by the jazz singer
George Melly. Charles subsequently entered
into correspondence with him, but it turned
out that his piece was also unmarked with an
unclear diamond lozenge. To quote Charles:
"The Hand & Basket will always hold a
special place in my heart and our collection
because of the repercussions that flowed from
it. I had a wonderful time corresponding with
fellow Belleekers for all those years, and
managed to meet a good many of them and
become friends. It was the Hand that did it."
Now fast forward to
2012. We purchased one of these hands holding a basket, shown above, mainly out of
curiosity because it had a legible registration mark, shown right. Little did we know that
this would lead to a research project involving a number of UK Group Members!
Our first request for help went to Brian Russell, who has experience in deciphering the
numbers and letters of diamond marks. He was quickly able to tell us that our piece was
dated 7 September 1870, parcel 7, and the design was registered by Bailey & Cooke of
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
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The registration number is 244703 and the piece is referred to as a
Basket Ornament,[3, 4]. Brian and Pat also kindly visited The
National Archives at Kew, and looked up the original design. This
showed an old photograph of the undecorated item, shown left,
but sadly did not include any additional information about Bailey
and Cooke. [As an aside, if you log on to the web page given in
reference[4] there are 37 instances of McBirney & Armstrong
registering designs for Belleek between 1868 and 1881.]
Left: National Archives at Kew design registration archive - the
old photograph recorded against this registration number for
Bailey & Cooke

A similar plain undecorated example to that in
the archive photograph is shown right. This
also has the same diamond registration mark.
It must be noted that almost all of the
examples that have appeared for sale in the
recent past have had the turquoise highlights,
pale pink fingernails and intense cob lustre to
the interior. Both our example and Charles’s
are decorated like this, but ours is larger: base
6¾" (versus 5½"), 7½" overall (6"), 5" high at wrist (4"), 5½" at ribbon (4½"). Claims by the sellers of these
items varied, but were generally of the type "similar to Belleek", "I believe it to be Belleek" and "bears the
registration kite relating to Belleek" (this claim is wrong).
The A–Z of Stoke-on-Trent Potters[5] shows Bailey and Bevington operating from the Swan Works, Elm
Street, Hanley from 1867 to 1872. Mr Bailey (no first name) joined John Bevington c.1867 and retired in 1872.
According to an 1867 advertisement they were "Manufacturers of Parian Statuettes, Ornamental Vases, China,
Stone, Granite, &c. London Show Rooms: 19 Thavies Inn, Holborn". The same index has a Robert Cooke
operating in Hanley from 1871 to 1879. An 1875 advertisement reads: "Robert Cooke, Manufacturer of Parian
Statuettes, Stone Ware etc., in great variety, suitable for Home and Exportation, Brewery Street Works, Hope
Street, Hanley. London Show Rooms: 12 Ely Place, Holborn. Also Glass Merchant, see Fenton
Advertisement". Robert Cooke went on to be well known for parian busts, which were impressed with the
initials R.C.
In The Ceramic Art of Great Britain 1800–1900, Jewitt [7] states: "From 1871 to 1879, Robert Cook [sic] made
parian goods in large quantities, for the American market, at the Brewery Works". The A–Z section on
'potworks' also has the entry: "Kensington Works, St. James Street, Hanley, established by Wilkinson &
Rickuss in about 1856, who were succeeded in 1862 by Wilkinson & Son, and next by Bailey & Bevington. Mr
Bailey having retired in 1872, the works were carried on by John Bevington, who produced ordinary
earthenware, ornamental china, parian and stoneware, the speciality being imitation Dresden for home, United
States and Australian markets." In the Historical Directories records, Harrod's Directory for 1870 [6],
Staffordshire/Hanley sub-section, lists Bailey & Co., manufacturers of parian statuettes, ornamental vases,
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china, stone, &c., London Show Rooms, Ely Place, Holborn. The next entry in the index is Bailey John
(executors of), parian manufacturers, Brewery St., Hanley. Perhaps this is a relative of 'our' Mr Bailey (see
below). There is no entry for Cooke in Hanley in 1870 in this directory. Notice that Robert Cooke and Bailey &
Co. have the same London address in Holborn. We can only speculate that these gentlemen may have
collaborated on the design, registration and possibly manufacture of the hand and basket piece. It was the only
design registered in their joint names. Robert Cooke had two other designs registered in his sole name, in 1871
and 1875.
Next, Paul Tubb used his genealogy skills to look at the relevant census returns. The 1861 census, shown
below, shows a John Bailey (age 26), parian manufacturer, living in Brian St. [Bryan Street?], Hanley, as head
of the household including his wife Jane (age 24) and three small children.

In 1871, shown below, Jane is listed as a widowed potter with six children; there is reference to John having
died in 1868. The eldest child is a paintress at age 14.

Maybe this John is the son or other relative of the Mr Bailey who retired in 1872; the same surname, occupation
and Hanley connection seems too much of a coincidence. In the 1871 census Robert Cooke is at 173 High
Street, Fenton, with occupations listed as earthenware dealer, glass dealer, partner in a parian manufactory and
agent. He is aged 61, with a wife Ursula (65) and unmarried son Edwin (21). We are still unsure about the first
name of Bailey in Bailey & Cooke.
It seems reasonable to assume that our hand and basket was made in Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, probably at either
Elm Street or Brewery Street. We have no way of knowing whether the design was copied by others. We would
be interested to hear from anyone who has a similar piece; photos and measurements would be nice. Those of
us who own one of these hand and baskets hopefully have it because we like it: it's an attractive item of parian
regardless of the maker!
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Editor: The "Hand and Basket" is an attractive item that quite a few of us Belleek collectors have - it seems that
only one of them is marked Belleek - that belonging to Don and Betty Clinton. If anyone has any more
information, please get in touch with Elaine and Paul or Charles - if you email to
research@belleek.org.uk, the information will be passed on to them. It seems that most of the examples
are NOT Belleek, but made by the Hanley company Bailey and Cooke.
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Fred Mills – Factory Manager at Belleek?
Paul Tubb
It came as a surprise to us when we received from Fergus Cleary a copy of the following handwritten letter
from William Wood Gallimore to James Cleary at Belleek. The letter is undated but appears to be from about
1884 and is written in an unusual style of handwriting which we think is due to WWG writing it with his left
hand after the loss of his right arm in the shooting accident. We have reproduced it here and with a plain text
version alongside.

George Mollart is gone to Bromley
to Trenton. Fred Mills your late
manager is doing very well here
has Bought the Manufactory
he occupies you will see by the
paper I send you – I saw Tom
Montgomery on Saturday. he looks
very well and as fat as a Bull and
seems well to do Send me word
how you all are doing.
WWG
Pardon this hurried letter
I have only just time for post

It appears to us that this may be the final page of a longer letter which might contain information about other
mutual acquaintances but it is enough to start us off on the search for George Mollart and, particularly, Fred
Mills. We have found nothing to connect George Mollart with Belleek but it is interesting and important to note
that Gallimore says he went off to Bromley at Trenton. It would seem that Gallimore kept in reasonably close
contact with both Belleek and with Trenton and this probably explains why he wanted to teach himself to write
with his remaining hand as well as do the artistic work in clay which has been noted in earlier articles.
The burden of this article is, however, Fred Mills who Gallimore clearly identifies as having been a manager at
the Belleek Pottery. His is not a name which has been recorded in the lists of English potters who went to
Belleek [see Newsletter Vol 30/1 of March 2009] but, equally, it is not the only name missing from those lists
which has come to light in recent years. You will be familiar by now with our methodology of searching the
UK census returns of the mid nineteenth century for our subjects and then using the information gleaned to
unearth births, marriages etc as recorded in the public records in this country, and thereby try to build up a
picture of the life these men led and their families, too.
In the case of Fred Mills the earliest reference we could find was in the 1841 census return when he is aged just
1 month and is living with his parents, two older brothers and a sister at High Street, Shelton. From this we
were able to obtain his birth certificate from which we find his birth occurred on May 3rd 1841 at High Street,
Shelton and his parents were Henry and Elizabeth Mills. His father’s occupation is given in both the certificate
and on the census return as ‘China Manufacturer’ which indicates that Henry probably had his own works and
would have employed men to work for him.
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Regrettably, we have been unable to find any reference to the family in the 1851 census returns and can only
surmise what the reason for this might be. It could be that at about this time the father, Henry Mills, died and
his death threw the family into such chaos that filling in the census sheets went out of their minds completely
and the local enumerator also forgot that he had a missing household before he sent in his paperwork. We have
tried various ‘similar’ spellings such as Mells, Miles, etc in case the error lies with the modern indexers and
also trawled through the actual census returns for this part of Shelton in Stoke on Trent but to no avail.
Similarly we have widened our search to all other parts of England, Scotland and Wales but again without
finding the family.
What does appear to have happened is that Elizabeth Mills took over the running of her husband’s business
which was located quite close to the family home. This would have been a rare and courageous thing for a
widow to do in mid nineteenth century England, but it appears to have worked for her and the family. Her
eldest son, William, would have been 19 in 1851 and quite old enough to have run the business in so far as a
male person was required to deal with particular customers, employees or suppliers whose temperament would
not allow them to do business with a woman.
Elizabeth is listed in the 1852 Slater’s Directory as both a China manufacturer and an Earthenware
manufacturer at 27 George Street, Shelton. W Mills is listed in the 1854 Kelly’s Directory as a Parian
Manufacturer in George Street. In the 1856 Kelly’s Directory Elizabeth is listed as a Parian Manufacturer in
George Street, Shelton. The 1860 Kelly’s Directory lists Mrs Elizabeth Mills as both a General China
Manufacturer and a Parian Manufacturer in George Street, Shelton.
At the time of the 1861 census the family are listed at 27 George Street, Shelton, Hanley and Elizabeth is a 59
year old widow who is a Parian Manufacturer employing 5 men, 4 women and one boy. Her son, Edward, aged
21 is noted as a pottery manager and probably continuing the role that his brother, William, performed earlier if
our surmise is correct. Our Frederick is now said to be aged 19 and is listed as a Potter Mouldmaker. It is quite
possible that Edward and Frederick are two of the five men said to be employed by their mother, although none
of the three daughters have any occupation listed. The fact that all the children, apart from William, are still at
home and the boys, at least, are contributing to the family pottery enterprise seems to indicate that, in the wake
of their father’s death, the children came together strongly in support of their mother’s determination to keep
the family business going.
During the 1950’s renaming of the streets in Stoke on
Trent, George Street, Hanley became Warner Street [five
other George Streets within the city were also renamed at
the same time] and still exists, although now truncated by
Potteries Way at its eastern end. It runs roughly parallel to
Bethesda Street but further down the hill behind the
Potteries Museum and Hanley library. As our photograph
shows, see right, some further development is currently
taking place there but the bottle kiln associated with an
earlier manufactory is still standing.
The family unity around the business in George Street was
beginning to break up, however, with William, the eldest
boy, having already left to get married and set up his own
household at 46 Cannon Street with his wife, Selina and
their three children. Frederick was to follow suit later in
1861 when he married Martha Proudlove who came
originally from Chedddleton.
With two of her boys gone it appears that Elizabeth took on
a partner, an Ebenezer Swann, but this does not seem to
have been successful since the partnership was dissolved in
1862 as the accompanying excerpt (right) from the
Staffordshire Advertiser of January 1862 makes clear.
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Who was this Ebenezer Swann? It seems unlikely to have been the one who subsequently went to Belleek and
painted the Bird Dejeuner Set as he was only 17 years old in 1861 and, probably, too young to have become a
partner in an established business. But it may have been his Uncle, even though in the 1861 census return his
occupation is given as ‘Warehouseman’. Whoever it was, this provides an unexpected connection between two
of the families from England who contributed to the development of the Belleek Pottery Works.
By the time of the 1871 census Frederick and Martha were living at 61 Etruria Vale and had three sons, Henry
aged 9, William aged 7 and Edward aged 5. Also in the house were Martha’s mother, Frances Proudlove and
two of her children, Sarah aged 12 and David aged just 5. Martha had also been living in Etruria Vale at the
time of the 1861 census with her parents, a brother and three sisters including Sarah. She is noted as a China
Paintress at that time. It seems to us possible that, after Martha’s father’s death in the early months of 1871,
Frederick and Martha took over their house, although without continuing James’s trade as a Miller.
Frederick’s mother, Elizabeth, had died in the mid 1860s
but the family business continued under the direction of her
sons, and is now known as “Mills Brothers”. The Keates
Directory of 1867 has an advertisement for the Dresden
China Works in George Street, Hanley under the title of
‘Mills Brothers’ and adds “Established 1836”, right. They
describe themselves as:
“Manufacturers of Ornamental Parian Figures and Vases,
Stone Jugs etc for Home and Export Trade”.

In the 1871 census Frederick
describes himself as a Parian
Manufacturer so it would appear
that he is one of the brothers
mentioned in the advertisement
and made the journey daily from
Etruria Vale back to George
Street. His elder brother,
Edward, is also noted as a Parian
Manufacturer but he lives closer,
further along George Street at
number 64 with his wife, Emma,
and their four year old daughter,
Frances. The eldest brother,
William, also lives close at 53
George Street and is described as
a Parian Manufacturer
employing 2 men [possibly his
brothers?], 1 boy and what looks
like 6 women. The former family
home at number 27 is occupied
by the family of a Potter
Ovenman.
This map, (right) reproduced
from the 1879 Ordnance Survey
Map of the Potteries, shows the
George Street area in which the
family lived and worked.
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Whilst William and Edward continue to live in the George Street/Bethesda Street area in 1881 there is no sign
of Frederick in the Stoke/Hanley area at all. In the light of Gallimore’s letter with which we started this article
we are of the opinion that Frederick was probably in Belleek at the time and may have been recruited there as
the pottery manager in the light of the experience he had gained whilst working as one of the “Mills Brothers”
since their father died in 1851. Interestingly he had taken neither Martha nor Henry with him since they are
recorded at 11 Lincoln Place, Shelton and living in the house of a Jane Mills who is, we think, the elder sister of
Frederick, some 11 years older than him and who obviously had never married. Also lodging in the house is the
curate of the local Shelton Church.
From the documents available to us we cannot say when Frederick came to Belleek, nor when he left to return
to his family in Hanley. The fact of him being the manager at the Pottery has only come to light from
Gallimore’s letter to James Cleary but, given the proximity of 1881 to the failure of the first company on the
deaths of Armstrong and McBirney it could be that Frederick Mills was the manager at the time of the closure
and returned to the Potteries as a result. It could be, too, that he was sufficiently well regarded for the new
company to go back to the Potteries to recruit their next manager, Joshua Poole, at the inception of the Belleek
Pottery Company in September 1884.
Frederick’s wife, Martha, died in Stoke at the end of 1889 aged just 47 years and Frederick appears to have
moved into his son, Henry’s house at 180 Bryan Street, Hanley where he is to be found at the time of the 1891
census. Henry is married to Catherine and they have a 7 month old son also called Frederick. At some time in
the next ten years – we cannot find the record – Frederick married again to a widow, named Thirza Taylor,
formerly James, with whom he is living at the time of the 1901 census at 102 Ashford Street, Hanley along with
her three grown up children, Roland aged 31, Harry aged 24 and Hannah aged 19. Frederick is noted as a
Potters Modeller and the three step children are Painters and Gilders in a pottery. Also living as a boarder in the
same house is Frederick’s older brother Edward, now a widower, who is noted as a Potters Presser. It looks as if
the “Mills Brothers” company has now folded, as even William is listed living in Duke Street, Fenton as a
Potters Colour Maker and working, like Frederick, on his own account at home.
Frederick also moved to Fenton before he died at 70 Fenton Park on November 1st 1909 aged 68 years and still
working as a Potter’s Modeller. Thirza had pre-deceased him early in 1907, but their arrangement had possibly
broken down earlier as she is recorded in the death registers as Thirza Taylor. It may be that we could not find
their marriage certificate because they never actually married even though in the 1901 census Thirza is
described as Thirza Mills. If that is so then, when it came to arranging her death certificate, Frederick would
have had to give her legal name which was still Thirza Taylor.
So, there we have it, yet another English potter who spent some part of his career at Belleek before returning to
Staffordshire and to his wife and family.
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A Plated Article
An Essay by Charles Dickens
In response to my good friend the Editor’s appeal for
contributions, (sent out with the last Newsletter of 2012,
my bi-centennial year) that appeared to indicate me
directly, I hereby offer these humble reminisces, jotted
down while passing a very boring evening in an
unpleasant hostelry in Stafford Town. They were later
found worthy of publication and in time found their way
into a collection of ‘Reprinted Pieces’ under the title of
‘A Plated Article.’
-Charles Dickens
Putting up for the night in one of the chiefest towns of
Staffordshire, I find it to be by no means a lively town.
In fact it is as dull and dead a town as anyone could
desire not to see. It seems as if its whole population
might be imprisoned in the Railway Station. The
Refreshment Room at that Station is a vortex of
dissipation compared with the extinct town-inn, the
Dodo, in the dull High Street.
Why High Street! Why not rather Low Street, Flat Street, Low-Spirited Street, Used-up Street? Where are the
people who belong to the High Street? Can they all be dispersed over the face of the country seeking the
unfortunate Strolling Manager who decamped from the mouldy little Theatre last week, in the beginning of his
season (as his play-bills testify), repentantly resolved to bring him back, and feed him, and be entertained? Or,
can they all be gathered to their fathers in the two old churchyards near the High Street—retirement into which
churchyards appears to be a mere ceremony, there is so very little life outside their confines, and such small
discernible difference between being buried alive in the town, and buried dead in the tombs? Over the way,
opposite to the staring blank bow windows of the Dodo, are a little ironmongers shop, a little tailor’s shop (with
a picture of the Fashions in the small window and a bandy-legged baby on the pavement staring at it)—a
watchmaker’s shop, where all the clocks and watches must be stopped, I am sure, for they could never have the
courage to go, with the town in general, and the Dodo in particular, looking at them. Shade of Miss Linwood,
erst of Leicester Square, London, thou art welcome here, and thy retreat is fitly chosen! I myself was one of the
last visitors to that awful storehouse of thy life’s work, where an anchorite old man and woman took my
shilling with a solemn wonder, and conducting me to a gloomy sepulchre of needlework dropping to pieces
with dust and age and shrouded in twilight at high noon, left me there, chilled, frightened, and alone. And now,
in ghostly letters on all dead walls of this dead town, I read thy honoured name, and find that thy Last Supper,
worked in Berlin Wool, invites inspection as a powerful excitement!
Where are the people who are bidden with so much cry to this feast of little wool? Where are they? Who are
they? They are not the bandy-legged baby studying the fashions in the tailor’s window. They are not the two
earthy ploughmen lounging outside the saddler’s shop, in the stiff square where the Town Hall stands, like a
brick and mortar private on parade. They are not the landlady of the Dodo in the empty bar, whose eye had
trouble in it and no welcome, when I asked for dinner. They are not the Turnkeys of the Town Jail, looking out
of the gateway in their uniforms, as if they had locked up the balance (as my American friends would say) of
the inhabitants and could now rest a little. They are not the two dusty millers in the white mill down by the
river, where the great water-wheel goes heavily round and round, like the monotonous days and nights in this
forgotten place. Then who are they, for there is no one else? No; this deponent maketh an oath and saith that
there is no one else, save and except the waiter at the Dodo, now laying the cloth. I have paced the streets and
stared at the houses, and am come back to the blank bow window of the Dodo; and the town clocks strike
seven, and the reluctant echoes seem to cry, “Don’t wake us!” and the bandy-legged baby has gone home to
bed.
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If the Dodo were only a gregarious bird—if it had only some confused idea of making comfortable nest—I
could hope to get through the hours between this and bedtime, without being consumed by devouring
melancholy. But, the Dodo’s habits are all wrong. It provides me with a trackless desert of sittingroom, with a
chair for every day of the year, a table for every month, and a waste of sideboard where a lonely China vase
pines in a corner for its mate long departed, and will never make a match with the candlestick in the opposite
corner if it live till Doomsday. The Dodo has nothing in the larder. Even now, I behold the Boots returning with
my sole in a piece of paper; and with that portion of my dinner, the Boots, perceiving me at the blank bow
window, slaps his leg as he comes across the road, pretending it is something else. The Dodo excludes the outer
air. When I mount up to my bedroom, a smell of closeness and flue gets lazily up my nose like sleepy snuff.
The loose little bits of carpet writhe under my tread, and take wormy shapes. I don’t know the ridiculous man in
the looking-glass, beyond having met him once or twice in a dish-cover—and I can never shave him to-morrow
morning! The Dodo is narrow-minded as to towels; expects me to wash on a freemason’s apron without the
trimmings: when I asked for soap, gives me a stony-hearted something white, with no more lather in it than the
Elgin marbles. The Dodo has seen better days, and possesses interminable stables at the back—silent, grassgrown, broken-windowed, horseless.
The mournful bird can fry a sole, however, which is much. Can cook a steak, too, which is more. I wonder
where it gets its Sherry? If I were to send my pint of wine to some famous chemist to be analysed, what would
it turn out to be made of? It tastes of pepper, sugar, bitter-almonds, vinegar, warm knives, any flat drinks, and a
little brandy. Would it unman a Spanish exile by reminding him of his native land at all? I think not. If there
really be any townspeople out of the churchyards, and if a caravan of them ever do dine, with a bottle of wine
per man, in this desert of the Dodo, it must make good for the doctor next day!
Where was the waiter born? How did he come here? Has he any hope of getting away from here? Does he ever
receive a letter, or take a ride on a railway, or see anything but the Dodo? Perhaps he has seen the Berlin Wool.
He appears to have a silent sorrow on him, and it may be that. He clears the table; draws the dingy curtains of
the great bow window, which so unwillingly consent to meet, that they must be pinned together; leaves me by
the fire with my pint decanter, and a little thin funnel-shaped wine-glass, and a plate of pale biscuits—in
themselves engendering desperation.
No book, no newspaper! I left the Arabian Nights in the railway carriage, and having nothing to read but
Bradshaw, and “that way madness lies.” Remembering what prisoners and shipwrecked mariners have done to
exercise their minds in solitude, I repeat the multiplication table, the pence table, and the shilling table: which
are all the tables I happen to know. What if I write something? The Dodo keeps no pens but steel pens; and
those I always stick through the paper, and can turn to no other account.
What am I to do? Even if I could have the bandy-legged baby knocked up and brought here, I could offer him
nothing but Sherry, and that would be the death of him. He would never hold up his head again if he touched it.
I can’t go to bed, because I have conceived a mortal hatred for my bedroom; and I can’t go away, because there
is no train for my place of destination until morning. To burn the biscuits would be a fleeting joy; still it is a
temporary relief, and here they go on the fire! Shall I break the plate? First let me look at the back, and see who
made it. COPELAND.
Copeland! Stop a moment. Was it yesterday I visited Copeland’s works, and saw them making plates? In the
confusion of travelling about, it might be yesterday or it might be yesterday month; but I think it was yesterday.
I appeal to the plate. The plate says decidedly yesterday. I find the plate, as I look at it, growing into a
companion.
Don’t you remember (says the plate) how you steamed away, yesterday morning, in the bright sun and the east
wind, along the valley of the sparkling Trent? Don’t you recollect how many kilns you flew past, looking like
the bowls of gigantic tobacco pipes, cut short off from the stem and turned upside down? And the fires—and
the smoke—and the roads made with bits of crockery, as if all the plates and dishes in the civilised world had
been Macadamised, expressly for the laming of all the horses? Of course I do!
And don’t you remember (says the plate) how you alighted at Stoke—a picturesque heap of houses, kilns,
smoke, wharfs, canals, and river, lying (as was most appropriate) in a basin—and how, after climbing up the
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sides of the basin to look at the prospect,
you trundled down again at a walking-match
pace, and straight proceeded to my father’s,
Copeland’s, where the whole of my family,
high and low, rich and poor, are turned out
upon the world from our nursery and
seminary, covering some fourteen acres of
ground?

...houses, kilns, smoke, wharfs... Victorian
Stoke-on-Trent

And don’t you remember what we spring from:—heaps of lumps of clay, partially prepared and cleaned in
Devonshire and Dorsetshire, whence said clay principally comes—and hills of flint, without which we should
want our ringing sound, and should never be musical? And as to the flint, don’t you recollect that it is first burnt
in kilns, and is then laid under the four iron feet of a demon slave, subject to violent stamping fits, who, when
they come on, stamps away insanely with his four iron legs, and would crush all the flint in the Isle of Thanet to
powder, without leaving off? And as to the clay, don’t you recollect how it is put into mills or teasers, and
sliced, and dug, and cut at, by endless knives, clogged and sticky, but persistent—and is pressed out of that
machine through a square trough, whose form it takes—and is cut off in square lumps and thrown into a vat,
and there mixed with water, and beaten into a pulp by paddle wheels—and is then run into a rough house, all
rugged beams and ladders splashed with white,—superintended by Grindoff the Miller in his working clothes,
all splashed with white,—where it passes through no end of machinery-moved sieves all splashed with white,
arranged in an ascending scale of fineness (some so fine, that three hundred silk threads cross each other in a
single square inch of their surface), and all in a violent state of ague with their teeth for ever chattering, and
their bodies for ever shivering? And as to the flint again, isn’t it mashed and mollified and troubled and
soothed, exactly as rags are in a paper-mill, until it is reduced to a pap so fine that it contains no atom of “grit”
perceptible to the nicest taste? And as to the flint and clay together, are they not, after all this, mixed in
proportion of five of clay to one of flint, and isn’t it the compound—known as “slip”—run into oblong troughs,
where its superfluous moisture may evaporate; and finally, isn’t it slapped and banged and beaten and patted
and kneaded and wedged and knocked about like butter, until it becomes a beautiful grey dough, ready the
potter’s use?
In regard to the potter, popularly so called (says the plate), you don’t mean to say that you have forgotten that a
workman called a Thrower is the man under whose hand this grey dough takes the shapes of the simpler
household vessels as quickly as the eye can follow? You don’t mean to say you cannot call him up before you,
sitting, with his attendant woman, at his potter’s wheel—a disc about the size of a dinner plate, revolving on
two drums slowly or quickly as he wills—who made you a complete breakfast set for a bachelor, as a goodhumoured little off-hand joke? You remember how he took up as much dough as he wanted, and, throwing it on
his wheel, in a moment fashioned it into a teacup—caught up more clay and made a saucer—a large dab and
whirled it into a teapot—winked at a smaller dab and converted it into the lid of the teapot, accurately fitting by
the measurement of his eye alone—coaxed a middle-sized dab for two seconds, broke it, turned it over at the
rim, and made a milkpot—laughed, and turned out a slop-basin—coughed, and provided for the sugar? Neither,
I think, are you oblivious of the newer mode of making various articles, but especially basins, according to
which improvement a mould revolves instead of a disc? For you must remember, (says the plate) how you saw
the mould of a little basin spinning round and round, and how the workmen smoothed and pressed a handful of
dough upon it, and how with an instrument called a profile (a piece of wood, representing the profile of a
basin’s foot) he cleverly scraped and carved the ring which makes the base of any such basin, and then took the
basin off the lathe like a doughey scull-cap to be dried, and afterwards (in what is called a green state) to be put
into a second lathe, there to be finished and burnished with a steel burnisher? And as to moulding in general
(says the plate), it can’t be necessary for me to remind you that all ornamental articles, and indeed, all articles
not quite circular, are made in moulds. For you must remember how you saw the vegetable dishes, for example,
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being made in moulds; and how the handles of teacups, and the spouts of teapots, and the feet of tureens, and so
forth, are all made of little separate moulds, and are each stuck on to the body corporate, of which it is destined
to form a part, with a stuff called “slag,” as quickly as you can recollect it. Further, you learnt—you know you
did—in the same visit, how the beautiful sculptures in the delicate new material called Parian, are all
constructed in moulds; how, into that material, animal bones are ground up, because of the phosphate of lime
contained in bones make it translucent; how everything is moulded, before going into the fire, one-fourth larger
than it is intended to come out of the fire, because it shrinks in that proportion in the intense heat; how, when a
figure shrinks unequally, it is spoiled—emerging from the furnace a misshapen birth; a big head and a little
body, or a little head and a big body, or a Quasimodo with long arms and short legs, or a Miss Biffin with
neither legs nor arms worth mentioning.
And as to the Kilns, in which the firing takes place, and in which some of the more precious articles are burnt
repeatedly, in various stages of process towards completion,—as to the Kilns (says the plate, warming with the
recollection), if you don’t remember THEM with a horrible interest, what did you ever go to Copeland for?
When you stood inside of one of those inverted bowls of Pre-Adamite tobacco-pipe, looking up at the blue sky
through the open top far off, as you might have looked up from a well, sunk under the centre of the pavement of
the Pantheon at Rome, had you the least idea where you were? And when you found yourself surrounded, in
that dome-shaped cavern, by innumerable columns of an unearthly order of architecture, supporting nothing,
and squeezed close together as if a Pre-Adamite Samson had taken a vast Hall in his arms and crushed it into
the smallest possible space, had you the least idea what they were? No (says the plate), of course not! And
when you found that each of those pillars was a pile of ingeniously made vessels of course clay—called
Saggers—looking, when separate, like raised pies for the table of the mighty Giant Blunderbore, and now all
full of various articles of pottery ranged in them in baking order, the bottom of each vessel serving for the cover
of the one below, and the whole Kiln rapidly filling with these, tier upon tier, until the last workman should
have barely room to crawl out, before the closing of the jagged aperture in the wall and the kindling of the
gradual fire; did you not stand amazed to think that all the year round these dread chambers are heating, white
hot—and cooling—and filling—and emptying—and being bricked up—and broken open—humanly speaking,
for ever and ever? To be sure you did! And standing in one of those Kilns nearly full, and seeing a free crow
shoot across the aperture a-top, and learning how the fire would wax hotter and hotter by slow degrees, and
would cool similarly through a space of from forty to sixty hours, did no remembrance of the days when human
clay was burnt oppress you? Yes, I think so! I suspect that some fancy of a fiery haze and a shortening breath,
and a growing heat, and a gasping prayer; and a figure in black interposing between you and the sky (as figures
in black are very apt to do), and looking down, before it grew to hot to look and live, upon the Heretic in his
edifying agony—I say I suspect (says the plate) that some such fancy was pretty strong upon you when you
went out into the air, and blessed God for the bright spring day and the degenerate times!
After that, I needn’t remind you what a relief it was to see the simplest process of ornamenting this “biscuit” (as
it is called when baked) with brown circles and blue trees—converting it into the common crockeryware that is
exported to Africa, and used in cottages at home. For (says the plate) I am well persuaded that you bear in mind
how those particular jugs and mugs were once more set upon a lathe and put in motion; and how a man blew
the brown colour (having a strong natural affinity with the material in that condition) on them from a blow-pipe
as they twirled; and how his daughter, with a common brush, dropped blotches of blue upon them in the right
places; and how, tilting the blotches upside down, she made them run into rude images of trees, and there an
end.
And didn’t you see (says the plate) planted upon my own brother that astounding blue willow, with knobbed
and gnarled trunk, and foliage of blue ostrich feathers, which gives our family the title of “willow pattern”?
And didn’t you observe, transferred upon him at the same time, that blue bridge which spans nothing, growing
out from the roots of the willow; and the three blue Chinese going over it into a blue temple, which has a fine
crop of blue bushes sprouting out of the roof; and a blue boat sailing above them, the mast of which is
burglariously sticking itself into the foundations of a blue villa, suspended sky-high, surmounted by a lump of
blue rock, sky-higher, and a couple of billing blue birds, sky-highest—together with the rest of that amusing
blue landscape, which has, in deference to our revered ancestors of the Cerulean Empire, and in defiance of
every known law of perspective, adorned millions of our family ever since the days of the platters? Didn’t you
inspect the copper-plate on which my pattern was deeply engraved? Didn’t you perceive an impression of it
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taken in cobalt colour at a cylindrical press, upon a leaf of thin paper, streaming from a plunge-bath of soap and
water? Wasn’t the paper impression daintily spread, by a light-fingered damsel (you know you admired her!),
over the surface of the plate, and the back of the paper rubbed prodigiously hard—with a long tight roll of
flannel, tied up like a round of hung beef—without so much as ruffling the paper, wet as it was? Then (says the
plate) was not the paper washed away with a sponge, and didn’t there appear, set off upon the plate, this
identical piece of Pre-Raphaelite blue distemper
which you now behold? Not to be denied! I had seen
all this—and more. I had been shown, at Copeland’s,
patterns of beautiful design, in faultless perspective,
which are causing the ugly old willow to wither out
of public favour; and which, being quite as cheap,
insinuate good wholesome natural art into the
humblest households. When Mr. and Mrs. Sprat have
satisfied their material tastes by that equal division of
fat and lean which has made their ménage immortal;
and have, after the elegant tradition, “licked the
platter clean,” they can—thanks to modern artists in
clay—feast their intellectual tastes upon excellent
delineations of natural objects.
The Old Copeland Works in Stoke.
This reflection prompts me to transfer my attention from the blue plate to the forlorn but cheerfully painted vase
on the sideboard. And surely (says the plate) you have not forgotten how the outlines of such groups of flowers
as you see there are printed, just as I was printed, and are afterwards shaded and filled with metallic colours by
women and girls? As to the aristocracy of our order, made of the finer clay—porcelain peers and peeresses;—
the slabs, and panels, and table tops, and tazze; the endless nobility and gentry of dessert, breakfast, and tea
services, the gemmed perfume bottles, and scarlet and gold salvers; you saw that they were painted by artists,
with metallic colours laid on with camel-hair pencils, and afterwards burnt in.
And talking of burning in (says the plate), didn’t you find that every subject, from the willow-pattern to the
landscape after Turner—having been framed upon clay or porcelain biscuit—has to be glazed? Of course you
saw the glaze—composed of various vitreous materials—laid over every article; and of course you witnessed
the close imprisonment of each piece in saggers upon the separate system rigidly enforced by means of finepointed earthenware stilts placed between the articles to prevent the slightest communication or contact. We
had in my time—and I suppose it is the same now—fourteen hours’ firing to fix the glaze and make it “run” all
over us equally, so as to put a good shiny and unscratchable surface upon us. Doubtless, you observed that one
sort of glaze—called printing-body—is burnt into the better sort of ware before it is printed. Upon this you saw
some of the finest steel engravings transferred, to be fixed by an after glazing—didn’t you? Why, of course you
did!
Of course I did. I had seen and enjoyed everything that the plate recalled to me, and had beheld with admiration
how the rotatory motion which keeps this ball of ours in its place in the great scheme, with all its busy mites
upon it, was necessary throughout the process, and could only be dispensed with in the fire. So, listening to the
plate’s reminders, and musing upon them, I got through the evening after all, and went to bed. I made but one
sleep of it—for which I have no doubt I am also indebted to the plate—and left the lonely Dodo in the morning,
quite at peace with it, before the bandy-legged baby was up.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Charles Easthope adds this footnote: "This is from an undated, sixteen volume, set of Dickens that came to me
from my father, via my sister. I am not sure when it was purchased but I do remember seeing it at home before
1947. (We moved home in that year.) -- It was published by Odhams Press Limited, Long Acre, London, and
printed ‘in Great Britain.’ (Which is nice to see nowadays... Hah!) -- I have retained Dickens punctuation,
Capitalisation, spelling and grammar just as printed."
Charles Easthope
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Yeats and the Arnold Era
by Trevor Roycroft

Drumcliff(e) [1], County Sligo, overlooks the bay of the
same name, leading to Sligo Bay, and the Atlantic Ocean.
Belleek, is less than forty miles away to the north, in
County Fermanagh. Both Drumcliff(e) [1] and Belleek
are favourite tourist attractions, within the Island of
Ireland. Belleek in the north, for the Pottery,
Drumcliff(e) [1] in the south , for the grave of Ireland’s
greatest poet, William Butler Yeats, Nobel Laureate in
1923. In shadows below Ben Bulben Mountain, in the
cemetery of St. Columba’s Church [2], where his great
grandfather had been rector in the 19th century, Yeats is
buried. Exhumed from Roquebrune, France, where he
died in 1939, then returned in 1948, by the Irish Corvette
“Macha” and reburied at a site in use since 574 AD.

Above: magnificent and serene: Ben Bulben mountain
Left: St. Columba's Church, Drumcliff, Co. Sligo.

“Ben Bulben Mountain” and “Drumcliffe Church and Ben Bulben Mountain” are two separate hand painted
plates by Cyril Arnold, Bundoran China, Ireland. Both are signed by him on the obverse in green, at the 5
o’clock position. In addition the pieces are on each reverse, described as hand painted by Cyril Arnold,
Bundoran China, Ireland. Both are exquisitely painted in miniature, in the obverse flat, surrounded by a rising
sculpted border, to a gold painted rim, which contains 140 hand applied gold serrated edges.
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The plates are in perfect
condition, each weighing
22 ounces. Both are
earthenware, mint and
flawless, unused examples
of Cyril’s artistry.

Left: The hand painted
centre of Cyril Arnold's
Bundoran China plate
"Drumcliffe Church and
Ben Bulben"

From 1857 to 1884, Robert
Williams Armstrong was
for twenty seven years
Pottery Manager. His
tenure one of three periods
of very great longevity, it
occurred entirely in the
years of the first black
mark.
The brothers James and Edward Cleary were managers for thirty four years in total. James, Fergus Cleary’s
grandfather, managed 1886 – 1900 for fourteen years, during the last years of the first black mark and the start
of the second black mark period. Edward, Fergus’ great uncle managed 1900 – 1920 twenty years, during the
second black mark.
The longest [3] of the three periods of management 1934 – 1970 thirty six years, lasted through the third black
and first, second, and third green marks. Today in Belleek, it is fondly remembered by survivors, as the
‘Arnold Era’.
Harry Arnold, who came from Stoke in 1934 where he was Works Manager at Spode Copeland, eventually
brought his entire family to Rose Isle House Belleek. Two sons Eric and Cyril would succeed their father as
Manager in that order, when Harry died in 1940. Eric had been helping his father who was terminally ill during
1938 and 1939.
Eric Arnold who came to the Pottery in 1936, took over as Manager in 1940, dying in that position in 1966.
Cyril Arnold became Manager in March 1966, taking early retirement in 1969, when he moved with his wife to
her family home in Bundoran, staring a Pottery which he named "Donegal China" - this was later renamed as
Bundoran China. Cyril died in 1989 aged 72.
In May 2010 items from the estate of persons who resided next to Cyril Arnold for part of the year, came to
auction. The two plates described and illustrated in this article were purchased then.
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Years ago, standing at St. Columba’s front door, where people
have worshipped since the late 6th century, then turning back to
look on the grave of W.B. Yeats: [7]

“By his command these words are cut:

Cast a cold Eye
On Life, on Death.
Horseman, pass by!”

The poet views the two alike and urges moving on. This author
elects to dismount, to study the permanence of William Butler
Yeats, lingering long, before he pass by.

References
[1] Drumcliffe of old, with an ‘e’, modern without, also by Yeats
[2] The Eye of the Heart. Derick Bingham: www.tbft.tv TBL & KL Thompson Trust
[3] Belleek. The Green Stamp years 1934-1970, Robert Arnold Page 3, line 1
[4] Selected Poems, Plays, William Butler Yeats, edited M. L. Rosenthal, MacMillan 1962
[5] Yeats. The Man and the Masks. Richard Ellmann. E. P. Dutton & Co 1948
[6] The Performance of Years. Collection/essays, Collier 1961, 1950 MacMillan & Co
[7] ‘Under Ben Bulben’. Last poems, 1938 W. B. Yeats.

This is the complete poem by W.B. Yeats.
Section IV
Under Bare Ben Bulben’s head
In Drumcliff churchyard Yeats is laid
An ancestor was Rector there
Long years ago, a church stands near,
By the road an ancient cross.
No marble, no conventional phrase;
On limestone quarried near the spot
By his command these words are cut:
Cast a cold eye
on life, on death.
Horseman, pass by!
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Don Clinton's Belleek
More than nineteen years ago, in June 1993, Don Clinton, one of our US members, the BCIS Belleek Honouree
in 1990 and a true enthusiast for Belleek, began a series of articles which were then published in the "Irish
Tribune".
Don wrote the articles
and Betty, his wife,
took the photographs.
We are reproducing
these articles in the
Newsletter: here is
the article Don wrote
for the October 1994
issue of the Irish
Tribune.
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Auction Report - some exceptional items of Belleek
RARE MAGNIFICENT IRISH BELLEEK BASKET AND LID
EARLY MARK …only small fault is a small loss on the lid …close to
Mint 8 " wide

Sold for: £806
EBay
EBay seller: swanswan-sea
Period: 3 strand, ‘Belleek Co Fermanagh
Fermanagh’
managh’
'LILY BASKET' (left)
… one area of damage to 4 loops
about 2.1" in length. ...flowers
and handles in excellent
condition. 9½" x 9½"

Sold for: US$480
EBay
EBay seller: ja_lucas
Period: 3 strand, ‘Belleek Co
Fermanagh’
Fermanagh’

Henshall's Twig Porcelain Basket (above right)
[Ed: No, it's not a Henshall basket]
… scalloped gallery rim with applied sprays of flowers, buds & leaves.
…4 different floral sprays including sunflower, rose, tea rose and
daisy … applied double thorn branch handles, about 11” diameter &
4" deep …one small chip to little flower petal

Sold for: US$1313.88,
US$1313.88, EBay
EBay seller: milestophat
Period: 3 strand, No mark
Jardinière (right)
…rathmore …main body is heavily
potted but applied decoration of birds &
flowers is superb in detail. 20 cm high
24 cm across …one of the birds has been restored

Sold for: £491.01, EBay seller: min.worc
Period: Second Black
LILY BASKET VASE
PREVIOUSLY DISPLAYED IN AN EXHIBIT AT THE
"STRONG MUSEUM" IN ROCHESTER …
EXCELLENT CONDITION, GREAT COLOR, DETAIL
AND LUSTER FINISH

Sold for: US$1503.96, EBay seller: buydonuts
Period: First Black
UNUSUAL LARGE & HEAVY …VASE
…form of a humble turnip. Lots of detailed modelling and finished with a lustrous
green and pink glaze …11.25”tall …needs some restoration

Sold for: £660, EBay seller: jayoemms,
jayoemms, Period: First Black
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Scallop Shell Posy Vase [Ed: Violet Holder]
…bearing a Diamond registration for 1869
…excellent undamaged condition …
impressed Belleek on footrim

Sold for: £475, EBay seller: philparks
Period: First Black
4-Ball Flower Holder Vase
…little flower holder with blue stencils of
flowers, leaves, a crayfish, a turtle and an
insect. 3 3/8" …Condition is excellent

Sold for: US$330, EBay seller:
foundinleftfield
Period: First Black
Horse Spill Vase
…almost perfect condition, with minor
rubbing on the gold …coloring is unusual,
with the horse being brown

Sold for: US$460, EBay seller:
wildwomanantiques
Period: First Black
Seahorse with lovely gilded
features …fantastic gilded features
comes in Mint Condition

Sold for: £155, EBay seller: ardlongfield
Period: First Black
FIGURE (holy font)
Holy waterfont. Small chip on back.

Sold for: £28,
£28, EBay seller: amoody.028
Period: Third Black
'Tri Dolphin Low Comport'
…shell dish resting on three dolphins on a
tri-form base with impressed marks
'BELLEEK CO FERMANAGH'

Sold for: £280,
£280, EBay seller: febailey2012
Period: First Black
FRENCH PARIS BREVETTE BRIANCHON LUSTRE SHELL DISH
…a decorative shell design dish in a lovely multi coloured lustre …designed by
JJH Brianchon …taken up by the Irish Beleek [SIC] factory. 3 1/8" ...excellent
condition Sold for: £14.99,
£14.99, EBay seller: v2xkr

Period: c1857 [Ed: Isn’t Belleek, but is interesting!]
Sea Shell Conch Shell Flower Holder [Ed: ‘Individual Butter’]
…5" length x 2 1/2" ht, still in ex cond with no damage

Sold for: US$162.50,
US$162.50, EBay seller: kpstreet1
Period: Second Black
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Diamond Quilted Swirl Biscuit Jar w/ Pink Color
…patterned with a swirling diamond design, with pink luster highlighting …
Gold accent rims … EXCELLENT condition

Sold for: US$275.99
EBay seller: heritage_hills
Period: Second Black
Cleary spill Vase
Lines on bottom nothing serious …no Chips or
cracks

Sold
Sold for: US$128.01
EBay seller: Qualityartandantiquesinc
Period: First Black
Rare Belleek Base of a Honey Pot
Queens Institute …diamond shaped registration
mark 1871 …Diameter12 cm Height: 7 cm

Sold for: £119.99
EBay seller: 10akelei
Period: First Black [Ed: Amazing find!]
"GRASS" PATTERN PITCHER (right)
6” tall … paint is a little washed out from the
harsh cleaning detergents of the Victorian period
… No dings, chips, cracks, other damage

Sold for: £US$263
EBay seller: thegoodstuff
Period: First Black
mask creamer (left)
…9cm high, in very good condition

Sold for: £107.67
EBay seller: sueig
Period: First Black
Face & Wreath Cream Pitcher
…Nice Xmas colors …No Lines Chips or cracks
…7.75’’

Sold for: US$771
EBay seller: qualityartandantiquesinc
Period: First Black
Ampanida Pattern Creamer
…No Chips or cracks …3’’ x 4’’

Sold for: US$160
EBay seller: qualityartandantiquesinc
Period: Second Black
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Fish Vase
…Nicely moulded piece with the benefit of the scales
being finished in matt without glaze. No damage

Sold for: £180.01
EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: First Black
VASE PATTERN UNKNOWN (right)
EXCELLENT CONDITION …8" HIGH

Sold for: US$330
EBay seller: milksrme1960
Period: Third Black
Early Pink & Green Embossed Pattern Vase
…unsure of the pattern …has embossed green & pink
stylised icons in diamond shapes … a number of
chips around the rim …4.75”

Sold for: £190
EBay seller: Premierpottery
Premierpottery
Period: First Black
VASE …WHITE w SCALLOPED RIM (right)
…5 3/4" …delicate thinness and lovely floral design
…faint tinge of green along the inner rim … tiny 'flea
bite'

Sold for: US$130.87,
US$130.87, EBay seller: dogsnturtles
Period: Second Black
Shell Dish (below left)
Nicely moulded piece with turquoise and pink
detailing …No damage

Sold for: £149,
£149, EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: First Black
Celtic Low Trio (right)
…excellent condition
…colours are unfaded gold
trims complete and porcelain
very thin

Sold for: £132
EBay seller: weeshred
Period: Third Black
Tea cup and saucer, Celtic
Low
Mid Blue painted Celtic panels
with gilt detailing … teacup
handle has binding rings at
intervals …excellent condition

Sold for: £210
EBay seller: mellock1950
Period: Third Black
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BOWL HAND PAINTED
…thicker than the usual Belleek …hand painted with celtic symbols …signed
under E. G. Dermott Belfast …lustre inner

Sold for: £137
EBay seller: bjmj60
Period: Second Black
Earthenware Tureen
…ex-Irish army forces piece …crazing, dish itself has a large hairline crack

Sold for: Euro91.50
EBay seller: kilcooley_pottery
Period: First Green
Porcelain Cake Plate
No chips or cracks, some gilding worn

Sold for: £202.11
EBay seller: Westantdub
Period: First Black
BELFAST CREST SMALL JUG (right)
2.5”…overall very good condition, there is
some light fading to the colours within the
crest

Sold for: £77.50
EBay seller:
seller: earlybirds1
Period: Second Black
Jug Killarney Crest (left)
…5 cm high …with Killarney crest …in
very good condition

Sold for: £87
EBay seller: maev232
Period: Second Black
CRESTED JUG BALLYSHANNON
…WONDERFUL CONDITION

Sold for: £101
EBay seller:
seller: maev232
Period: Second Black
Jug with Flower Decoration
Small Belleek Jug 9 cm high … Decorated
with flowers

Sold for: £42,
£42, EBay seller: maev232
Period: Second Black
Star Shaped Dish
SHAMROCK 6" Star Shaped Dish …Most
lovely. No chips, cracks, or stains

Sold for: US$45.50, EBay seller: autojns
Period: Second Black
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"Thorn" Tray with Spider
…rare brush tray …molded spider & insects caught in web …turquoise,
blue and gold …some wear to gilt …9 3/4" long

Sold for: US$609.09
EBay seller: fineantiquesandartpottery
Period: First Black
Thorne [SIC] mug
…beautiful blue and cream with gold
rim …in great condition …3.1/4 "

Sold
Sold for: £84
EBay seller: 1664.celticray
Period: First Black
Teapot Stand in Grass
…painted in blue-green and red-brown
…3 footed …Condition: Good

Sold for: £148, EBay seller: debzzzi
Period: First Black
mug / cup (Grass right)
…70mm high ...perfect condition

Sold for: £28.55, EBay seller: neesy63
Period: Third Black
Neptune Dejeuner Set
Green Tint …Three very slight chips
…Otherwise good condition

Sold for: US$501
EBay seller: vmchappell
Period: Second Black
Cup & Saucer Ivy Pattern (right)
…raised molded ivy leaves, berries and vines that are painted in various
shades of green and brown. The edges have gold trim and the interior of the
cup has a luster finish … excellent original condition

Sold for: US$122.50, EBay seller: lackeyant,
lackeyant, Period: Third Black
CUP & SAUCER leaf motif in gold (right)
Leaf pattern is raised gold & the saucer is enhanced with a little fuchsia
coloring too …cup has a chip on the gold rim

Sold for: US$209.50,
US$209.50,
EBay seller: autojns,
autojns,
Period: First Black
Finner Rare Coloured Cup & Saucer
… unusual nice gold colouring … decorators reference of 362

Sold for: £240
EBay seller: ardlongfield
Period: First & Second Black
Black
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And Finally...
The Las Vegas Convention - this programme from Melissa Barry Finch:
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It is time to
make your
plans for
the BCIS
2013
Convention
in Las
Vegas,
Nevada.
OCT 10-13,
2013.

Please send
any and all
questions
to Melissa
Barry Finch
at:
grifflissa@sbcglobal.net

Tel: (001) 773-728-9771.

2131 W. Summerdale Ave.
Chicago, IL 60625 USA
The Convention Registration fee is $US465 per person. Please contact Melissa for a registration form.
Registrations before 1st June will be eligible for a special Belleek drawing. Deadline for registration is 15th
September.
Book your hotel room direct with the Flamingo Hotel as shown above. Extra days at the hotel before and after
the convention may be available at a special rate of $55 per night - there is limited availability so book quickly.
Optional tours that have been arranged are as detailed on the right. Please book these tours at the same time
you register for the Convention. Each tour needs a minimum of 25 people and if there are insufficient
numbers, your payments will be refunded.

Remember - contact Melissa to register and book the Convention and Tours but book the
Hotel yourself. Don't delay!
SEE YOU THERE!
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And now that we are all making plans for the BCIS Convention in October, here we have the essential...

...Karen Kincheloe Guide to
Las Vegas
"Fabulous Las Vegas"--yes do have your
picture taken in front of that iconic sign at
the south end of "The Strip" (Las Vegas
Boulevard)--the city even has parking-free--just for this photo op. As a former
resident of Vegas and having been there
several times in the last few years, most
recently in October, I offer the following
suggestions. [Note, they are not to replace
the details you find online or in current
Fodor or other travel guides.]
Walking: You will literally walk MILES, so
whatever you do, wear very comfortable
shoes. Trainers/athletic shoes are fine; ladies,
save the dress pumps for the Gala Dinner. As for clothes, wear whatever you want as most of
the people who see you, except for those in hotels and stores, will be tourists themselves and
you'll never see each other again. Just remember, Vegas is Desert although no sand dunes
until you reach Death Valley. It may be comfortable at that time of the year during the day, but
temps can give you a chill as soon as the sun sets.
You'll appreciate having a light jacket, sweater, or
stole.
Arrival time: Try to arrive at least a day/night or two
before the convention. This will give you time to take
in the city and get the feel for this one-of-a-kind place
and recover from jet lag as I assume most flights will
be connecting. Flying in at night is fantastic when you
see all the lights, but that may not be practical for
you. (Movies really don't do the city justice.) As an
alternative--or in addition to--take the elevator up to
the top of the STRATOSPHERE TOWER (only when
it's dark for the full effect). It may not be the Empire
State Building [the one in New York City, not the one
on the Vegas Strip], but it will give you unbelievable
views of the whole city as it disappears into the
mountains and desert. Ask Bev and Chris to regale
you of their experiences when working on the Tower.
Editor: you may not know, but there is a terrifying
"space shot" ride on top of the 1,000 foot high tower
(along with other thrill rides) Bev and I personally
installed the cameras to take your picture if you dared
to go on the ride!)
Rental cars: Driving from one hotel on The Strip is not practical particularly even though parking
in the hotel garages is free unless you use valet services. You'll have to walk, walk, walk from
parking garage to main parts of hotels. And almost always, one has to walk through the casino
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to get to any other part of the hotel. Read up on the monorail and bus service. Some hotels are
connected with escalators/elevators (the latter you may have to search for) and across-the-Strip
walkways. BUT, a rental car can get you out of town.
It's easy to drive in Vegas as most of the city is flat as cardboard and major streets are very
wide. If you drive The Strip, you'll be so busy watching traffic, you may not be able to gape at
the landscape. With a rental car (to avoid having to take the shuttle bus from the airport to the
lots) do some research and get yourself some kind of "premium status" with the company you
select so that you can walk directly from the terminal to the adjacent "priority" rental car lots.
Get out of the city: Although there will be day tours
offered by Belleek, make two or three 1-day tours by
car. If all you see is Las Vegas, that's tantamount to a
Yank going to London and thinking he's seen England.
Absolutely not! Convention organizers may offer a bus
trip to the Pat Tillman Bridge over the Colorado
River [which flows through the Grand Canyon], an
architectural marvel of the century, it may be more fun
to do by yourself with a car. Then you can pace
yourself and not be restricted by the group's time.

The Pat Tillman Memorial Bridge
Make the drive on route I-515 and the Boulder
Highway to Henderson, and pull off and look back at
the panoramic view of Vegas. Then on to higher
elevations over Railroad Pass to Boulder City and on to
the old Hoover Dam--all just about an hour's drive.
I've been over the dam on the original highway maybe
a hundred times to and from Flagstaff, Arizona, and
Northern Arizona University and each time it was a
thrill. Guided tours of the dam are interesting, but the
new bridge is breathtaking. On the way back from the
dam, wander around Boulder City--no casinos, but
antique shops and other interesting little shops.
Scotty's Castle: A fun day trip is NW from Vegas to
Death Valley, California, and Scotty's Castle--yes there really is a castle out there in the middle
of the desert. Read about it on Internet. There are a couple different routes--good two lane road
once in Death Valley so go and return different ways. Hear and see the castle's natural air
conditioning with water flowing from ceiling to floor over
the tiled walls, watch the full instrument orchestra
perform (but no musicians)-- there was no expense
spared in the building of the castle and German
craftsmen spent years on its construction. Seeing the
castle pre or post convention will probably be the only
time in your life you're likely to visit it because of
location. (Just don't drive off on dirt roads where there's
no traffic--too desolate; just follow signs to various
places--and take some bottled water and a munchie or
two since of course you're not going to have tea/coffee
shops along the way.) Lots of photo ops.
Valley of Fire: shown on the right Northeast of Vegas
about 80 miles (just an hour's drive) is a fantastic red
sandstone creation formed through the shifting sand
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dunes during the age of the dinosaurs. The circular drive around the valley will give you
breathtaking out-of-this-world views found no place else; stop at the little town of Overton for a
sandwich.

Grand Canyon: shown with spectacular colours above Certainly NOT a one-day (unless by air tour),
but "there is no other place like this on earth." It's an easy one-day drive to the canyon and the
change of landscape and elevation is exciting.
Hotels in Vegas: You can read about all the Strip Hotels in your guidebooks, but I mention one
in particular, The Bellagio (pricey to stay there and dine, but that doesn't mean you can't enjoy
all the "free things.") It's a walkable distance from the Flamingo, Vegas' first Las Vegas
Boulevard's hotel; the original was opened in l946 by Bugsey Siegel who started the change of
barren desert into the Las Vegas Strip.
One could not have imagined then anything like the Bellagio today. [Actually, I'm just old
enough to remember Las Vegas as a kid when my parents and I drove from New England to
California--my father entertained the idea of buying some property there, but didn't. Oh, if he
had only known. . .!] Art is everywhere: colorful blown-glass pieces by Dale Chihuly, original
Picassos and other world class pieces on exhibition the Gallery, the signature conservatory, and,
to me, the most fantastic of all, the dancing fountains in front of the hotel, best seen at night.
See and photograph them from the street level--not from the upper hotel entry level. The
fountains are an engineering feat that can be seen in motion--and with music--every half hour.
Watch the first time (put the cameras down) and then the second time, try to photograph. You'll
need a video recorder or fast speed (500-1,000th/second) for professional shots. Even if you
leave your cameras at home, what you see will forever be embedded in your memory.
AND ALL THIS LOOKING IS FREE!!!
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Glitter Gulch: shown above (Fremont Street) This downtown patch at the top of The Strip is just
another unique part of Vegas. In the l960's this was a typical busy shopping street--even with
the Golden Nugget, the Fremont, and Binion's Horseshoe Casino. There were department stores,
and electrical appliance shop, etc. (I was lucky enough when teaching at Las Vegas High School-which is the best example of Art Deco architecture in the city and then the only high school--to
have my lunch break in succession with my off period at school and I would walk to the Fremont
Hotel for lunch and to play a game of KENO for 35 cents.) Now the Fremont Street, i.e, Glitter
Gulch, is covered over by a 1,400 foot-long, 90-foot-high space bubble and the laser shows
every night are something to behold.
Go ahead, I dare you, and take the Zip Line which will whisk you from one end of the street to
the other in a matter of seconds. It's okay to scream; it's not really "that far" off the ground.
Lots of street vendors with unique offerings (including the "ladies-of-the-night" who will invite
you to pose with them for a picture) and performers will give you lots to gaggle at. Be a sport,
and drop some coins or a dollar in the "tip jar." And, of course, wander through the casinos even
if you don't play.
Best Hotel offer: Last October I stayed at the Main Street Station (quite historical in its own
right) which is two blocks off one end of Fremont. The room for two with two queen (I believe to
you Brits, that's "King") beds, clean, good mattresses, a table, a couple of chairs, and bigenough bathroom. From the 14th floor even on the back side of the hotel, the view was
interesting, and room was quiet even though I-15 was just to the side. Room rate: only $50
plus tax. (Must admit, I think that was with a 10% discount by using some credit or
organizational membership card). Parking was free, of course, and I didn't have to walk miles to
get to the room. The restaurant served decent food for a fair price.
We Yanks, once we reach "a certain age" love our discounts, so at a hotel or restaurant ask if
you are entitled to a Senior Discount. (On The Strip, is probably the one place you'd be given a
strange look if you did that, though.)
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A must have "a water-heating element": Unlike at most Holiday Inns, Marriott Hotels, etc., what
you will NOT find in Vegas hotels is tea/coffee making equipment. Your only choice if you have
to have that cuppa is room service (too expensive) or have a little electric water "heater" to
hang in a cup--bring your own--paper or "porcelain" and throw it away when you pack to leave.
Don't forget that USA plugs and voltage are different than in UK, so bring a converter. Bring
some plastic utensils, tea bags and sugar packets. I don't know what to suggest about the milk,
however. Or, buy yourself a souvenir mug [beaker] to use and then take it home with you. All
hotels, of course, will have glasses and an ice-bucket (just go down your hotel hallway to get
the ice).
NOTE: Do NOT open the mini-refrig in your hotel room. The hotels have those things "rigged"
so that even if you take a can or bottle of something out to look at it and then put back or move
contents around to cool something you have purchased elsewhere, it will be registered and
when you checkout you'll have an extra room charge. Your protestations will do you no good.
Usually there will be a "Coke" machine by the ice machine on your hall, but the beverages and
juice and even water will be twice what you'd pay in a shop. (But at least they are not room
service rates.)
Gambling: You're on your own!!! The days of the good old fashioned one-armed bandits which
would require you to put in a nickle, dime, or quarter, and then after you pulled the lever you
could watch the cherries, lemons, oranges, gold bells, and "jackpot" symbols plunk to a stop are
virtually now archaic. Now, there are so many electronic games and digital "things" on the slot
machines. And one must have slugs purchased from the cashier. BUT, it's interesting to see
just how many different variations there are of the old slot machines. If you ARE going to
gamble, for goodness sakes, read up on "gambling manners." Even though everyone more
knowledgeable will know that you're a tourist, you don't want to make "a mistake."

Above all, HAVE FUN.

Below: the incredible Las Vegas "Strip" at night
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